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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS KAMRUP (M) 

C.R CASE 3812C of 2013 

U/S 365/384/506 (II)/34 OF IPC 

ANAMIKA MANDAL [COMPLAINANT] 

v. 

ABHIJIT ROY & OTHERS [ACCUSED] 

                                                                                                 

PRESENT: - SUNDEEP KASHYAP DAS, A.J.S 

JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, KAMRUP (M) 

 

FOR THE COMPLAINANT:  

A.K SHARMA, JABA DEKA, PURABI DAS, MANJUSHREE PATGIRI                                       

                                                  ….……ADVOCATE FOR THE COMPLAINANT 

FOR THE ACCUSED 

NABAJYOTI GOSWAMI, SUMAN DEY                                       

                                                  ……………... ADVOCATE FOR THE ACCUSED  

 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: - 09.08.2016, 13.07.2016, 29.08.2016, 

14.06.2017, 01.08.2017 

ARGUMENTS HEARD ON: - 25.10.2017, 01.11.2017, 20.11.2017 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON: - 20.11.2017 
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JUDGMENT 

BRIEF FACTS OF THE COMPLAINANT’S CASE 

1. The case for the prosecution in brief is that the complainant, Smti 

ANAMIKA MANDAL has borrowed money amounting to Rs 27, 000/- 

(Twenty seven thousand rupees) only from the accused, Sri ABHIJIT ROY 

as she was in financial need. However, she returned the dues with 

interests. While lending money, the accused took various documents like 

electricity bill, land documents, blank signed deed from her. But, after 

returning the amount, when she went to the accused to get back the 

documents, he refused to return the same. The accused issued one 

cheque to lend money of Rs 27, 000/- and she returned the dues by 

handing over the money to one Sri Rustom and Benu Karmarkar. On 

09.11.2013 at about 11:30 a.m., the accused, Sri Abhijit Roy and Benu 

Karmarkar along with Rustom, Sahadev and Alok kidnapped her along 

with her daughter Smti Naina Mandal and they were taken to the house 

of the accused, Sri Abhijit Roy. On the said date at about 11:50 a.m., the 

accused called Sri Amal Mandal to the house of Sri Abhijit Roy and 

confined them to a room and harassed them mentally. Moreover, they 

forced them to sign on blank deed where it was written that the 

complainant has dues of Rs 10, 00, 000/- to be given to the accused 

persons. Hence, the complainant has filed this case for taking necessary 

action.  

 

COGNIZANCE, INITIAL DEPOSITION, STATEMENT OF 

WITNESSES u/s 202 AND ISSUANCE OF PROCESS 

 

2. The complainant and its witnesses were examined u/s 200 and u/s 202 of 

Code of Criminal Procedure (hereinafter referred to as Cr.P.C) and then 

having found prima facie materials against the accused persons u/s 

323/365/384/506/34 of IPC, cognizance was accordingly taken under the 

said section of law against the accused person namely ABHIJIT ROY 

and BENU KARMARKAR 
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APPEARANCE OF THE ACCUSED PERSONS 

 

3. On receipt of summons, the accused persons entered their appearance. 

 

FRAMING OF CHARGE 

 

4. Even though cognizance was taken u/s 323/365/384/506/34 of IPC of IPC 

but after going through evidence before charge, the Court framed charge 

under Section 365/384/506 (II)/34 of IPC which was read over and 

explained to the accused person to which they pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried.  

 

EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES and DOCUMENTS EXHIBITED 

 

5. During the course of trial, the complainant examined 3 (three) witnesses 

and exhibited no documents. Defence has exhibited 1 (one) document. 

 

EXAMINATION OF ACCUSED 

 

6. The accused persons have been examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C. The plea of the 

accused person was of total denial. Defense denied to adduce evidence. 

 

ARGUMENT 

 

7. I have heard the arguments of the Learned Counsel for the complainant 

and the accused persons 

 

POINTs FOR DETERMINATION 

 

a. Whether, on 9th day of November, 2013, at about 11:30 a.m., 

the accused persons, in furtherance of their common intention, 

abducted the complainant and her daughter with intent to cause 

them to be secretly and wrongfully confined, and thereby 
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committed an offence punishable u/s 365/34 of Indian Penal 

Code? 

 

b. Whether, on the said date and about said time, the accused 

persons, in furtherance of their common intention, committed 

extortion by putting the victim and her daughter in fear of 

certain injury and thereby dishonestly induced the said victim to 

deliver to you certain property and thereby committed an 

offence punishable u/s 384/34 of IPC? 

 

c. Whether, on the said date and about said time, the accused 

persons, in furtherance of their common intention, committed 

criminal intimidation by threatening the victim, her daughter and 

her husband with threat to set the shop on fire and thereby 

committed an offence punishable u/s 506 (II)/34 of IPC? 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF 

 

KIDNAPPING OR ABDUCTING WITH INTENT SECRETLY AND 

WRONGFULLY TO CONFINE PERSON 

 

8. An offence u/s 365 of IPC has following ingredients 

 

a. That the accused kidnapped or abducted any person 

b. That he did so with the intent to cause that person to be confined 

secretly and wrongfully 

 

EXTORTION 

 

9. An offence u/s 384 of IPC has following ingredients 

a. intentionally putting a person in fear of injury to himself or another; 

b. dishonestly inducing the person so put in fear to deliver to any person 

any property or valuable security. 
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CRIMINAL INTIMIDATION 

 

10. To bring home an offence u/s 506 IPC, the accused must threaten the 

victim, it must be with injury to person, reputation or property or any 

person interested and the threatening must be to cause alarm to the 

victim or to do any act which he is not legally bound to do or omit to do 

any act which he is legally entitled to do.  

 

JUDICIAL DETERMINATION 

 

11. P.W.1 has stated that the accused persons along with RUSTOM and 

SAHADEV took her and her daughter on 03.11.2013 at 11:30 a.m. to the 

house of ABHIJIT ROY situated at KALIMANDIR, AMBARI, BURHA 

ASHRAM LANE, HOUSE NO-2. They confined her daughter and forced her 

to sign on a blank deed. Further, they demanded Rs 10, 00, 000/-. She 

replied she could not give such huge amount of money. P.W.2, Sri AMAL 

MANDAL has corroborated the fact of demand of Rs 10, 00, 000/- by the 

accused from his wife. P.W.1 has deposed that the accused persons 

called someone over phone that they will sell her and her daughter to 

someone. P.W.2 has corroborated the same.  They asked the number of 

her husband. She gave the same. They also threatened her husband. The 

accused persons had beaten her husband. They released her and her 

daughter, They forced her to state that the accused persons are entitled 

to get Rs 10, 00, 000/- from her.  

 

12. P.W.2 has stated that on 09th day of November, 2013 at about 11:50 

a.m.; he had received a call in his number 970733534 from 9085520662 

from ABHIJIT ROY informing him that his wife and his daughter were in 

his house. He rushed to the house of the said accused. He found that his 

wife and his daughter were confined in the house and they were crying. 

He enquired the accused, Sri ABHIJIT ROY as to the reason behind such 

confinement to which he replied that he was entitled to get Rs 10, 00, 
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000/- from his wife. Subsequently, the accused persons had beaten him. 

The accused persons took the signature of his wife. Moreover, the 

accused persons threatened to set his house on fire.  

 

13. P.W.3, Smti JAYA SINHA has deposed that on November 9, 2013, while 

she was on her way to her sister’s house, Sri BENUDHAR ROY picked up 

and took her to the house of accused, Sri ABHIJIT ROY. The accused had 

demanded Rs 10, 00, 000/- from the complainant and forced her to sign 

on a blank paper. In the event of failure to do the same, they threatened 

to kill her daughter. At 11 a.m., the accused, Sri ABHIJIT ROY called the 

husband of the complainant. Accordingly, he went to the house of the 

accused. Subsequently, complainant and her daughter came to her house 

and cried infront of her. The complainant told her that she would commit 

suicide.  

 

14. Prior to discussing about the incident of kidnapping, extortion and 

criminal intimidation, let me discuss how far the defence has been able to 

rebut the facts stated by prosecution regarding the monetary transaction 

with the accused. During cross-examination, she stated that she 

submitted document to prove the fact that accused, Sri Abhijit Roy lent 

money to her but I did not find any such document. Prosecution did not 

exhibit any document to prove the said transaction with the accused. 

Even though she claimed that she returned the money to the accused, Sri 

Abhijit Roy but during cross-examination, she admitted that she did not 

submit any adduce any evidence either oral or documentary to prove that 

she returned the money to the accused. On the one hand, complainant 

has stated that the accused, Sri Abhijit Roy lent her money through 

cheque. By this statement, it appears that she received an amount of Rs 

27, 000/- from the said accused. For this reason, she claimed to return 

the same. However, during her evidence, she stated that the said cheque 

got bounced. Had the cheque got bounced then how she got the amount 

of Rs 27, 000/- from the accused. Moreover, if she did not receive any 

money for dishonour of cheque then why she claimed to have returned 
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the money. Moreover, she alleged that during the said transaction, the 

accused took her signature on many blank deeds but during cross-

examination, she admitted that she does not remember the description of 

such blank deeds and the number of blank deeds in which the accused 

took her signature. During cross-examination, she brought a new 

allegation by stating that accused, Sri Abhijit Roy lodged a case against 

her by using those blank deeds but on being asked, she admitted that she 

did not mention the said fact either in the complaint petition or in her 

evidence. Even though P.W.1 claimed that she gave land documents to 

accused, Sri Abhijit Roy but she does not know whose land documents 

they were. It is quite strange to believe that any person would give 

certain land documents to someone without knowing to whom it belongs 

to. In the complaint petition, complainant stated that accused lent her 

money through a cheque. However, she does not remember the cheque 

no. Therefore, from the above discussion, serious doubt arises in overall 

credibility of the evidence as the facts are not believable at all. Defence is 

quite successful in rebutting the facts alleged.  

 

15. First of all, it appears that there is no corroboration in between the 

statement of witnesses regarding the date of alleged occurrence. On the 

one hand, complainant stated that it took place on November 3, 2013 

while the other witnesses stated that it took place on November 9, 2013. 

Even in complaint petition, complainant stated that the incident occurred 

on November 9, 2013. Therefore, it creates a doubt as to when the 

alleged incident occurred.  

 

16. In the complaint petition, complainant has alleged that she along with her 

daughter was kidnapped by the accused persons from Fatasil Ambari. As 

per the version of the aggrieved, it took place in broad daylight. Now, it 

appears that Fatasil Ambari is one of the busiest places in Guwahati. 

Therefore, such incident would not have gone noticed. Lifting up a 

woman and a child in broad daylight from a crowded place is a serious 

act and I am sure nearby people must have witnessed the act. Merely 
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stating that she was kidnapped from Fatashil Ambari is not enough. She 

should have described the act as to how they had kidnapped her and her 

daughter. Moreover, she did not state from where she was kidnapped. 

This is because Fatashil Ambari is a big area. It is not clear from where 

they were being kidnapped. During cross-examination, she stated that 

she shouted while she was being kidnapped. Had this been the case then 

nearby people must have noticed it. However, prosecution has failed to 

bring any eye-witnesses to prove the allegation of kidnapping.  

 

17. P.W.1 has stated that while she and her daughter was kept at the house 

of the accused, Sri Abhijit Roy, the said accused had called her husband 

from one phone no and called her husband to the house of the said 

accused. However, during cross-examination, the prosecution did not 

submit any documents to prove that phone no 90855 20662 belongs to 

the accused, Sri Abhijit Roy. Prosecution should have submitted 

documents for instance, call details, to prove that call was made at 

relevant point of time to the phone no of P.W.2, Sri Amal Mandal. But, 

prosecution has failed to discharge its burden regarding this vital aspect. 

Therefore, two things are remained unclear, i.e. whether the phone no 

90855 20662 belongs to the accused, Sri Abhijit Roy and that whether, of 

incident, any call was made to the phone no of P.W.2, Sri Amal Mandal at 

relevant point of time.  

 

18. P.W.1 has alleged that the accused persons demanded Rs 10, 00, 000/- 

from her and forced her to sign on a blank deed. No doubt, there is 

possibility of such act on the part of the accused persons and it is 

impossible to find any independent witnesses as the incident alleged to 

have happened within four walls of a room in a private area. But, 

question arises how far the same is believable? P.W.1 added that when 

her husband reached to the place of occurrence, the accused persons had 

beaten him. P.W.2 also corroborated her by stating that the accused 

persons had beaten him. Even though P.W.2 stated that the accused 

persons threatened to sell his wife and daughter but the said allegation 
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was missing in the evidence of P.W.1. She never made a single reference 

that the accused persons had threatened her and her daughter to sell. 

 

19. P.W.1 has stated that the accused persons had released her and her 

daughter. Now, it seems quite strange to me as to why would any 

kidnapper, extortionist or criminal intimidator would release his prey 

without fulfilling any of his wish for which the crime has been committed. 

The reason is best known to the complainant. Moreover, it is quite 

unbelievable that the complainant and her daughter were released and 

her husband was confined by the accused persons.  

 

20. Even if it is presumed that the complainant and her daughter was 

released then after getting the sense of relief any person released from 

the clutches of the perpetrator would go to their respective house and 

subsequently would approach the law enforcement mechanism by 

reporting the incident. But, during cross-examination, P.W.1 has admitted 

that she did not go to police for lodging an F.I.R. Interestingly, she did 

not state the reason behind the same. Yes, there is possibility that since 

her husband was in the clutches of the accused persons, therefore, it 

might have restricted her in setting the law in motion. Had this been the 

case then she would have mentioned it either in her complaint petition or 

in her evidence. But, she remained silent on this point as to what 

prevented her from approaching the police. Now, it is not clear from the 

evidence as to whether P.W.2 was released or not. If yes, then when and 

how he got released. Prosecution did not throw any light on this vital 

aspect. 

 

21. P.W.2 has stated that he had undergone medical treatment for the 

injuries sustained by him. But, during cross-examination, he admitted not 

to have submitted any document for the same. Moreover, he admitted 

that he did not approach the police station as his wife went to the police 

station to report the incident. But, P.W.1 admitted that she never 

approached the police to report the incident. 
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22. In order to support the facts, prosecution has brought P.W.3, Smti Jaya 

Sinha. During her evidence, she stated that while she was on her way to 

her sister’s house, the accused, Sri Benu Karmarkar lifted only the 

complainant and took her to Sri Abhijit Roy’s house. No doubt, there is 

possibility that she might have witnessed the act of kidnapping. But, there 

is contradiction between the evidence of complainant and the evidence of 

P.W.3. While the former stated that 4 persons were involved in the 

incident while P.W.3 stated that only Sri Benu Karmarkar lifted the 

complainant. While the former stated that she along with her daughter 

was kidnapped while latter stated that only the complainant was 

kidnapped. Again, question arises as to how come P.W.3 could narrate 

the entire incident which happened with the complainant and her 

husband and daughter. Did the complainant narrate the incident to her? 

Nowhere in the evidence of P.W.3, it appears that complainant had 

shared the incident with her. As per her version, the complainant came to 

her house and cried infront of her and the complainant told her that she 

would commit suicide. But, the complainant did not state that she went to 

the house of P.W.3 after she was released. Moreover, she did not state 

that she shared the incident to P.W.3 and that she cried infront of her 

and expressed her willingness to commit suicide. Therefore, I wonder 

how come P.W.3 could narrate the entire incident which happened with 

complainant and her family. 

 

23. Situated thus, from the overall analysis of the evidence, I can safely 

conclude that the prosecution miserably failed to prove the guilt of the 

accused persons beyond reasonable doubt as the evidence itself is not 

cogent, reliable and trustworthy to warrant conviction against the accused 

persons.  
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ORDER 

 

In view of the discussions made above and the decisions reached in the 

foregoing points for determination, it is held that the prosecution has 

failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the accused person Sri 

ABHIJIT ROY and BENU KARMARKAR has committed the offence under 

section 365/384/506 (II)/34 of IPC as alleged and as such the 

accused person is acquitted of the charge under section 365/384/506 

(II)/34 of IPC on benefit of doubt and they be set at liberty forthwith. 

The bail bond of the accused persons shall remain in force for another six 

months from today. 

This judgment is given under my hand and seal of this court on this 20th 

day of November, 2017 

The case is disposed of on contest. 

 

                                

 

 

 

        SUNDEEP KASHYAP DAS 

JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS 

KAMRUP (M) 
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APPENDIX 

LIST OF PROSECUTION WITNESS 

P.W.1- ANAMIKA MANDAL 

P.W.2- AMAL MANDAL 

P.W.3- JAYA SINHA 

LIST OF DEFENCE WITNESS 

D.W- NONE 

LIST OF PROSECUTION EXHIBITS/DOCUMENTS 

NONE 

LIST OF DEFENCE EXHIBITS/DOCUMENTS 

EXT-F.I.R 

 

    

   SUNDEEP KASHYAP DAS 

JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS 

KAMRUP (M) 

 

 

 


